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Spiritual dimensions of the
mediumship meeting
Cleansing of the
physical environment

Assistance to
incarnate team of
workers

Installa4on of
spiritual and
magne4c protec4ve
barriers

Assistance to needy spirits

Cleansing of the physical environment

ACTIVE CLEANSING, a
type of cleaning, which
removes polluting waste
from the location of the
mediumship meeting.

IONIZATION of the
atmosphere of the
mediumship meeting place
combining resources to
electric and magnetic
eﬀects.

Through ionization it is possible to withdraw from the
atmosphere negative ﬂuids and thought forms, eliminating or
neutralizing the action of polluters, namely, "larvae" and
microbes that directly aﬀect the quality of care to the sick spirits.

Spiritual and Magnetic Protection
The workers of the spirit plane magnetically divide the meeting room, using long
ﬂuidic tracks designed to preserve and maintain the work in order to limit the area of
inﬂuence of spirits not attuned to higher purposes.
Division 1
Magnetic barrier for insulation
and protection of the
components of the group and
the entities admitted to
communicate
Division 2
Surveillance barriers and
control of entities located in
the room, outside the division
1.
Division 3
Barrier located around the
meeting building, protection
against rowdy entities.

Spiritual and Magnetic Protection
ü In the smallest details, ... the noble supervision of the
benefactors.
ü In all, order, service and simplicity.
ü Magnetic barriers and protective devices are installed to
prevent intrusive actions of spirits not in tune with the
higher purposes.
ü The positive and disciplined action of the thoughts of the
spiritual benefactors, kept tuned in good and love of
neighbor, provides powerful elements, which guarantee the
work’s harmony.
ü The bright rays of the mind-oriented to goodness act upon
the constructions of evil, like electric discharges.

Assistance to needy spirits
ü Suﬀering spirits are only brought to mediumship meetings
after preliminary aid led by rescuer spirits.
ü They receive permanent care and attention and from the
benefactors.
ü In the mediumship meeting there is an ambient atmosphere,
a deﬁnite center, to which converge all the group's thoughts
(discarnates and incarnates)
ü This center covers vast reservoir of very subtle plasma used
by the architects of the spiritual life (mental-neural-psychic
forces manipulated to revitalize suﬀering spirits)
ü Spiritual architects manipulate mental matter necessary to
the formation of educational frameworks.

Assistance to needy spirits
ü Spirits (souls) suﬀerers are carriers of unbalances variable in
number and grade.
ü Slaughtered and embittered brothers and sisters who wish
to renew themselves without knowing how to start.
ü Not all suﬀering spirits, present at the mediumistic group,
will communicate.
ü The communicant spirits reveal the pain that they bring
within - rage, violence, aggression, sorrow, fear, sadness,
anguish, regret, addiction, etc.

Emmanuel asks: "... helps them with respect and
aﬀection as who bails friends lost."

Spiritual assistance to the mediumship team of
the physical plane
ü The workers of the spiritual plane do not neglect the
protection to the incarnate members of the meeting.
ü Never improvise, because all the work details are properly
prepared beforehand,
and when something
happens that was not
previously planned,
there are providential
alternatives that
prevent unbalances in
the group.

